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Abstract: A procedure for assessing and monitoring the response of critical infrastructures when
subjected to natural hazards is proposed in this paper, with a particular focus on bridges and viaducts,
which are very peculiar and strategic assets of transport networks. The proposed procedure is
characterized by three levels of analysis (L1–L3) with increasing reliability and complexity. The
first level of analysis (L1) is carried out by evaluating a Class of Attention in line with the approach
that is proposed by the Italian Guidelines for the safety assessment of bridges. The second level
(L2) of analysis requires the definition of a numerical model of the bridge. The third level (L3)
of analysis relies on the seismic response data from a seismic monitoring network. For all the
three levels of the proposed procedure, data are collected in the CIPCast Decision Support System
(CIPCast-DSS), a WebGIS platform developed by ENEA to support the decision-making process
related to risk prevention and the management of impacts induced by natural hazards on critical
infrastructures. The real-time analysis of the data collected and processed in the CIPcast-DSS in
post-disaster circumstances provides a quasi-real-time prediction of the impacted infrastructures,
and the extent of damages they could have suffered before a local inspection and analysis could take
place. The continuous static and dynamic monitoring in periods without seismic events enables the
planning of preventive and effective maintenance interventions.

Keywords: critical infrastructures; natural risk prevention; managing of natural risks; structural
health monitoring

1. Introduction

Nowadays, our social lives and wellbeing, the industrial production of goods and
services, and the economy in general, strongly depend on the operating level of several
infrastructures and on their mutual interactions. These lifeline infrastructures are usually
referred to as “critical infrastructures” (CI hereafter) to highlight their relevance in ensuring
the proper function of all kinds of work, control and management activities, and in releasing
primary and other services. Among CI, special attention must be given to transport
infrastructures such as roads and railways and, therefore, to their major aesthetic features
such as bridges and viaducts.

The patrimony of bridges is very large all over the world, and Italy is not an exception.
Reinforced concrete, pre-stressed concrete and steel bridges older than 50 years are still in
use, as well as masonry arch bridges. They were designed with reference to technical codes
that are quite different from the present ones, and therefore consider different travel loads,
including, among others, high speed trains, and heavy articulated trucks. Furthermore,
most of these bridges were designed without considering seismic event (or only considering
seismic actions of a much lower intensity than those assumed to be relevant by the present
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codes). Thus, preserving these structures and simultaneously guaranteeing their efficiency,
durability and reliability is a current challenge. A proper maintenance program is needed
to avoid worsening the current condition and to avoid incurring irreversible damage [1].

The first step towards this is the organization of a suitable data base which should
contain all the data and information available for each bridge structure that is related
to its original structural design, as-built design, and any structural and non-structural
interventions, etc. This information should be complemented and improved by means of
experimental tests on materials and structural components, in order to perform a structural
evaluation of the health status of the bridge/viaduct [2].

In Italy, an electronic archive of public structures (AINOP) was established in 2019 [3].
It is based on the data interoperability that is achieved between different institutions
that hold and manage the data of public structures and keep track of their maintenance
interventions. An identification code allows the retrieval of the associated information of
each structure. AINOP constitutes a “revolution” in the management of public structures
which can increase their safety and savings with the continuous monitoring and suitable
scheduling of maintenance interventions.

The reduction in maintenance costs is, indeed, a major goal for operators; however,
this should not produce, a reduction in the safety level which, in turn, should be further
enhanced. Seismic compliance interventions are frequently needed to update the structural
actions related to new knowledge on seismic hazards. In this respect, the two present
maintenance criteria should be overlooked:

• The classic maintenance strategy “on request” which implies a retrofitting intervention
only if damage has already occurred;

• The cyclic preventive maintenance which is based on a Life Cycle Assessment of the
structure and its components in order to define the optimum maintenance period.

A suitable preventive maintenance intervention should be based on the experimental
evaluation of the effective structural health status [4–6]. This can be achieved by means of
continuous monitoring, allowing a rolling check of the health status of the bridge and its
components or, alternatively, by periodic tests on its structure and materials. Obviously,
any intervention should be made based on the effective level of damage. The importance of
the structural health monitoring (SHM) for the Maintenance and Management of bridges,
as well as for their Life-Cycle Design has often been emphasized. Furthermore, SHM can
be viewed as a higher-level inspection in the evaluation of structures [7].

Previous works have been referring to an experimental vibration analysis for the
evaluation of the resonance frequencies and modal shapes in a reliability assessment or
damage detection [8–12], or for the evaluation of the effects of particular loads, such as
high-speed train passages [13].

Seismic monitoring systems have been used for the structural modification assessment
or analysis of structural behaviour under seismic events [14–16]. For this purpose, the
optimization of sensor deployment is a fundamental issue. Obviously, in order to minimize
the number of sensors, a suitable choice of the parameter to be measured is needed [17,18].
Recently, low-cost monitoring strategies were developed [19].

The present work aims at defining a methodological strategy (and describing the
technological systems that were built to realize this strategy), allowing a continuous anal-
ysis of the state-of-risk of bridges for both road and railway transport networks. Other
than assessing the current status of an infrastructure, this strategy foresees its continuous
monitoring (through pervasive—albeit not invasive—sensors) and the continuous mapping
of its damage probability with respect to the multitude of hazards it is subject to. The
strategy is organized in three steps. These are not mandatorily consequential but are related
to different levels of knowledge of the structure, in order to reach an appropriate reliability
level and prediction accuracy, as detailed in Sections 2 and 3.

The impact of natural events can be either sudden and direct, or it can increase in
time, thus, slowly, but irreversibly reducing the safety of an infrastructure. The continuous
monitoring can be performed either by field sensors or by remote sensing; the latter, such
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as the analysis of satellite images is relevant for detecting slow movements of both the
infrastructure itself and the surrounding ground.

This paper focuses on the seismic risk. Currently, the first level assessment is carried
out through the analysis of fragility curves. This approach is based on cold data and is
derived from the statistics of previously studied cases, but not on the actual health status of
the specific infrastructure.

This paper proposes an approach that, in compliance with the Italian LG2020, is based
on census and inspection; that is, on the survey and analysis of the actual conservation
status of the bridge. It considers the intrinsic characteristics of the structural type and
dimensions of the bridge and, therefore, of its intrinsic vulnerability, but also of any defects
present. It is therefore an evaluation of the bridge’s actual current health status and not just
a presumed estimate based on a statistical basis.

Such a study (extended to all the bridges of a region or even to the whole national
territory) would allow—without excessive effort in terms of both time and money—a
suitable knowledge of the actual health status of the infrastructures and not a simple
estimation based on cold parameters. Such knowledge would be closer to reality and more
suitable for the purpose of defining a reliable priority scale at the first step.

The use of a webGIS Decision Support System (DDS) CIPCast is proposed for real-time
monitoring; continuous alerting; and the simulation of synthetic scenarios that can support
a “what if” analysis; and, therefore, for the planning of preparedness and mitigation
strategies such as the design of educated emergency plans [20,21]. A detailed description
of CIPCast is given in Section 6.

The proposed approach is used for a notable case study: the evaluation of the cable-
stayed bridge, Indiano, in Florence.

2. The Approach on Three Levels for the Seismic Risk Analysis

The reliability of a seismic risk analysis depends on the level of knowledge available
for the structure and the hazard severity at the site.

The seismic hazard is usually described by hazard maps, which are produced by
means of a probabilistic approach and refer to a rigid soil [22]; these are integrated with the
seismic microzoning or even local seismic response studies to account for the amplification
due to the soil characteristics.

Simplified assessments of structures are usually based on fragility curves [23], which
represent the probability of exceeding a predefined damage state (DS) as a function of an
engineering demand parameter, expressed as peak ground acceleration (PGA), spectral
acceleration (Sa) or spectral displacement (Sd). The simplest way to define a fragility curve
is through empirical methods (analytic methods require the use of too much information).
This was achieved in the framework of the RISK-UE project [24], in which empirical data
were collected and analysed after different seismic events. Fifteen categories of bridges are
defined based on the following parameters: material, column bent type, and span continuity
and design (conventional or seismic). Four different damage states are considered: minor
damage (D1), moderate damage (D2), extensive damage (D3), and complete damage (D4).
For each category, the probability of exceedance of any damage state is defined based on
the number of spans; the skew angle, i.e., the angle between the principal axis of minimum
inertia of the pier and a line normal to roadway centreline; and the spectral amplitude
Sa at T = 1 s for the considered earthquake. For the purpose of this paper, consider the
Ultimate Limit State (ULS) which can be associated to D4, and suppose to fix its probability
of exceedance. The ratio between the value of the PGAC (or SaC) inducing this limit state
and the actual PGAeff (or Sa,eff at bridge resonance period) of the earthquake in question can
be assumed as a key performance indicator (KPI) for the considered limit state.

Other recent proposals came from the European Collaborative Research Project, “Sys-
temic Seismic Vulnerability and Risk Analysis for Buildings, Lifeline Networks and In-
frastructures Safety Gain” (SYNER-G) [25]; and the Horizon 2020-supported programme,
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“Seismology and Earthquake Engineering Research Infrastructure Alliance for Europe”
(SERA) [26].

Currently, a risk analysis can be performed at three different levels, depending on
the data available, and providing increasing reliability and prediction accuracy [27]. The
three levels of analysis that are proposed and discussed in this paper can be summarized
as follows:

• L1: Simplified estimation based on the definition of class of attention (CA), according
to the Italian Guidelines for bridges and viaducts (LG2020) [28]; this step should be
performed for all bridges;

• L2: Prediction of the seismic behaviour through numerical modelling; this level can be
considered when a suitable mathematical model can be set up;

• L3: Structural health monitoring (SHM), which is recommended when a permanent
monitoring network is active on the bridge.

The three steps are not mandatorily consequential but are related to different levels of
knowledge of the structure so that an appropriate reliability level and prediction accuracy
can be reached. In the case of little available data (i.e., just for level L1, the complete path
from L1 to L3 is recommended), this would allow the optimization of the resources, because
the analyses of L2 and L3 can be defined based on the results of L1.

3. Level 1: Simplified Estimation Based on the Class of Attention

As an alternative to the fragility curves approach, a first level of assessment can be
based on the definition of the seismic class of attention (CA) that is proposed in the Italian
Guidelines for bridges and viaducts (LG2020) [28]. Five risk classes are considered in
LG2020, namely: high (H), medium-high (MH), medium (M), medium-low (ML), and
low (L), which correspond to the different risk levels of the structures in their present
state. The definition of the seismic CA considers the main parameters that influence the
response of bridges and their road networks to the seismic actions. The class depends
on the hazard, and the vulnerability and exposure, determined through the combination
of primary and secondary parameters. In detail, the approach is based on the use of
logical operators and, starting from the classification of primary and secondary parameters,
arrives to the classification of the hazard, vulnerability and exposure factors and, finally,
the determination of the seismic attention class. Unlike the fragility curves method, the
seismic CA approach is not probabilistic and requires the assessment of the defects that are
present in the infrastructure in its current state.

The evaluation of the hazard factor is based on the peak ground acceleration on rigid
soil ag with an exceedance probability of 10% in 50 years, and to the topography category
Ti [29,30], according to Table 1. A passage to the higher class is made for subsoil types C, D
or E [29,30].

Table 1. Classification based on the hazard primary parameters.

Topography Category T1, T2, T3 T4

Soil Type A, B C, D, E A, B C, D, E

ag > 0.25 g H H H H
0.15 g < ag < 0.25 g MH H H H
0.10 g < ag < 0.15 g M MH MH H
0.05 g < ag < 0.10 g ML M M MH

ag < 0.05 g L ML ML M

The classification for the vulnerability starts from the primary parameters (Table 2).
In case of the presence of further seismic vulnerability parameters (skewed or curved
decks, single-column piles or those with very different height, the presence of supports
that are subject to deterioration, etc.) the vulnerability class increases by one level. The
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primary vulnerability class also increases by one level if the bridge was design without
seismic criteria.

Table 2. Primary vulnerability based on the vulnerability primary parameters.

Material Spans Statically Indeterminate Statically Determinate

L ≤ 20 m L > 20 m L ≤ 20 m L > 20 m

Reinforced
concrete

Single L ML M MH

Multi ML M MH H

Prestressed
reinf. concr.

Single - - M MH

Multi ML M MH H

Masonry
Single L ML - -

Multi ML M - -

Steel
Single L L ML ML

Multi ML ML M M

The level of defects (i.e., the state of conservation) is estimated by processing the
data collected from the visual inspections, in which particular attention must be paid to
the elements and construction details that can significantly influence the global seismic
behaviour of the bridge (piles, foundation structures, support devices, etc.). The level of
defects, always from H to L, is assigned based on the gravity of the defects observed and
the importance of the element involved, and also their intensity and extension.

Primary vulnerability class and level of defects are finally combined according to
Table 3.

Table 3. Combination of the primary vulnerability class with the level of defects.

Level of Defects

L ML M MH H

Pr
im

ar
y

vu
ln

er
ab

il
it

y
cl

as
s L L L ML M MH

ML ML ML M M H

M ML M M MH H

MH ML M MH MH H

H M MH MH H H

Finally, the exposure primary level is evaluated based on the Average Daily Traffic
(ADT, number of vehicles per day on the entire carriageway) and the average span length
L according to Table 4. The class increases if alternative roads are absent; it also increases
based on the importance and the presence of the people in the bypassed area, and in case
of the transport of dangerous goods. The class increases further if the bridge is strategic.

Table 4. Primary exposure classification based on the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) and the average
span length L.

ADT ≤ 10,000 10,000 < ADT < 25,000 ADT ≥ 25,000

L ≤ 20 m L ML M

20 < L ≤ 50 m ML M MH

L > 50 m M MH H

In [28], the classes of hazard, vulnerability and exposure are finally combined to obtain
the seismic CA of the bridge.
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For the purposes of this study, the evaluation of the hazard and the exposure is per-
formed by referring to the parameter ag·S·F·γI, which represents the maximum amplitude
of the elastic spectrum (S = soil and topography amplification factor, F = structural ampli-
fication), and includes the importance factor γI which assumes values from 1 (ordinary
structures) up to 1.4 for strategic structures [29]. This assumption is consistent with the
procedures used in L2 and L3. Furthermore, an additional class is considered, namely very
high class (VH), to individualize the infrastructures with a very high class of hazard and
exposure (Table 5).

Table 5. Class of attention based on the hazard and exposure.

ag·S·F·γI CA

ag·S·F·γI < 0.15 g L
0.15 g < ag·S·F·γI < 0.40 g ML
0.40 g < ag·S·F·γI < 0.65 g M
0.65 g < ag·S·F·γI < 0.90 g MH
0.90 g < ag·S·F·γI < 1.15 g H

ag·S·F·γI > 1.15 g VH

Analogously, Table 3 can be changed in Table 6 in which a very high class of attention
(VH) is considered for the vulnerability.

Table 6. Vulnerability class of attention which also includes the VH class.

Level of Defects

L ML M MH H

Pr
im

ar
y

vu
ln

er
ab

il
it

y
cl

as
s L L L ML M MH

ML ML ML M M H

M ML M M MH H

MH ML M MH MH VH

H M MH MH H VH

With this assumption, an index can be assigned to each seismic CA that is obtained
for the hazard (IHE, which also accounts for the exposure) and vulnerability (IVE) classes,
respectively. Suitable values for these indexes are proposed in Table 7. A seismic Index of
Attention IAE can be deduced as a weighted sum that is normalized to the maximum value
IAEmax = 5(αHE + αVE):

IAE,ULS =
αHE IHE + αVE IVE

IAEmax
(1)

Table 7. Index of hazard IHE and vulnerability IVE.

CA L ML M MH H VH

IHE, IVE 0 1 2 3 4 5

The weights α allow to assign different relevance to the three indexes. For example,
for structural and seismic performance it seems suitable to assign a greater importance
to the vulnerability, which also depends on the defects that are observed on the structure.
These can change during the lifetime of the structure and strongly influences its behaviour.
The calibration of the weights is an important step of the methodology and should be tested
on several cases, considering different situations.

If αVE = 2αHE, which is consistent with the classes assigned in [26], the values of IAE
are those in Figure 1, where IAE is plotted versus IHE for the different values of IVE.
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Figure 1. Seismic index of attention IAE versus IHE for the different values of IVE (αVE = 2αHE).

The CA approach has been proposed for screening purposes: it is thus useful for
prioritizing resource allocation and intervention in mitigation decision-making processes.
It is based on the local seismic hazard and on the vulnerability and the exposure of the
infrastructure to that hazard. With this purpose, a safety index can be defined according to
the Italian technical code [30]:

IE1 = 1 − IAE (2)

The same approach can be used for post-event purposes by considering the value of
IHE corresponding to the actual PGA recorded at the site during the event in question (see
Table 5) and evaluating the corresponding IAE,eff in Figure 1. Then, the KPIE1 that is relative
to the seismic event can be defined as follows:

KPIE1 = 1 − IAE,e f f (3)

L1 is based on an approximated analysis, therefore only a general KPI can be defined
that is related to the entire structure. Furthermore, KPI is always lower than or at least
equal to unity, which is consistent with the objectives of a preliminary assessment.

The approach proposed here that is based on the fragility curve accounts for the same
parameters with reference to the seismic hazard. In contrast, the most important difference
for the vulnerability is that the fragility curve approach does not consider the defects, the
span lengths and critic elements, such as the pier heights and the case of a curved bridge.
The exposure is not directly considered by the fragility curve approach but is accounted for
when considering a greater seismic hazard, i.e., the peak ground acceleration.

An interesting proposal to improve the fragility curve approach is described in [31].
The fragility curves were deduced from those of the RISK UE, considering the presence of
corroded steel bars and The influence of corrosion on the plastic behaviour of the pier base
section was analysed in greater detail. The method enables modification of the average
value obtained with the RISK UE as a function of the time elapsed since the construction,
or the last interventions, and of a parameter that must be calibrated on the specific bridge.
It does not consider the presence of other defects, nor the collapse due to brittle break.

4. Level 2: Prediction Modelling of the Seismic Behaviour

Level 2 assessment requires the set-up of a numerical model that is suitable for the
structural design, and/or a detailed geometrical survey that is associated with a compre-
hensive experimental analysis on the structure and materials that are available. Using a
mathematical model, the effects of an increasing seismic action that is applied to the foun-
dations of the abutments and piers can be evaluated. These effects are the displacements at
the top of the piers and the girders, the displacements of the sliding bearings, the internal
forces in the structure, the forces on the fixed supports, etc. The results can be plotted in
diagrams of these engineering capacity parameters as functions of the seismic acceleration
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at the base (or a spectral amplitude at a fixed period), defining suitable damage levels for
each of them and for the structure. The seismic analysis can be performed with a spectrum
response analysis, or a time-history or pushover analysis.

The ratio between the seismic capacity of the structure and the design demand for
new structures, both expressed in terms of PGA at its base, is a safety index [30]:

IE2 =
PGAC
PGAD

(4)

When an earthquake occurs, the acceleration that is recorded at the base of the structure
(the foundation of abutment or pier) or estimated by means of a shaking map can be
compared with the above curve and give an estimation of the expected values of the above
effects. The shaking maps can be estimated by the deliberate use of a software and by the
official national maps when available, usually a few minutes after the event.

For each considered parameter and for the entire structure, a performance index can
be defined for each limit state. With reference to the ULS of a parameter X, it can be defined
as the ratio between the capacity value that is obtained from the numerical model XC and
that of the earthquake Xeff:

KPIE2 =
XC

Xe f f
(5)

The advantage of referring to the single behaviour parameters is apparent. The weak
points are clearly identified and the maintenance intervention can be suitably defined. The
KPIE2 of the entire structure can be assumed as the minimum.

Both KPIE2 and IE2 can be updated after a new evaluation based on new experimental
analyses or after an earthquake.

5. Level 3: Seismic and Structural Health Monitoring

The Level 3 approach requires the presence of a static and/or dynamic monitoring
system on the structure; the monitoring system allows for a continuous and real-time
measurement of the before mentioned parameters under travelling loads and other loads,
such as wind and low energy earthquakes. The continuous analysis of the behaviour under
these actions can point out the presence of damage or deterioration and, therefore, the loss
of static and seismic capacity.

In this case, a safety index can be defined for Level 2, based on the updated capacity
PGACt at time t, and the design demand for new structures:

IE3 =
PGACt
PGAD

(6)

If a seismic monitoring system is available on the bridge, the information about some
response parameters is also available and can be compared with those obtained from the
numerical analysis with the updated model.

In L3, for each considered parameter and for the entire structure, a performance index
can also be defined for each limit state. Analogously to L2, with reference to the ULS and
to the parameter X, a KPI can be defined as the ratio between the capacity value obtained
from the updated numerical model XC,up and that under the current earthquake Xeff:

KPIE2 =
XC,up

Xe f f
(7)

KPIE3 and IE3 can also be updated after a new evaluation based on new experimental
analyses or after an earthquake.
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6. Data Collection and Managing

Four different risks are considered in the LG2020: structural, seismic, landslide and
hydraulic risks. These are combined and a global CA is deduced to obtain a global Index
of Attention IA. This is a good way to organize a priority list but, in several cases, some
situations of imminent risk may be hidden. Therefore, in our opinion the different risk
should always be considered separately.

Furthermore, a similar procedure used for the seismic risk can easily be extended to
the other risks, such as landslides and hydraulic risks.

CIPCast-DSS (Critical Infrastructure Protection risk analysis and foreCAST Decision
Support Systems) is a WEBGIS-based software whose development was started in the
framework of the EU FP7 project, “Critical Infrastructures Preparedness and Resilience
Research Network” (CIPRNet) [20] and continued during other Italian national funded
projects such as RoMA (Resilience enhancement of Metropolitan Areas) and RAFAEL
(System for Risk Analysis and Forecast for critical infrastructure in the Apennines dorsal
regions). CIPCast allows the real-time, 24/7 operational monitoring and risk analysis
of built and natural environments, with particular reference to CIs, including bridges
and viaducts and their road networks and strategic structures in general. CIPCast DSS
is the main tool that can boost the Italian node EISAC.IT of the European Infrastructure
Simulation and Analysis Centre (EISAC), a European-wide network of national centres
aiming to support the protection and resilience enhancement of CIs.

CIPCast DSS can be applied in the management of roads and highway networks in
the decision-making process that occurs after an earthquake event [21]. The idea is to
provide operators of the highway networks with a tool to be used for the management of
transport networks in the aftermath of emergencies induced by natural events, including
earthquakes. This tool is connected and interfaced with other tools and is deployed by
sensors on sites and structures.

A suitable selection of data to be recorded in CIPCast should be gathered. Real time
and delayed analyses can be carried out as well as a comparison between data recorded at
different times, especially after seismic events.

The analysis of a bridge can be used for an early warning. If the recorded data exceeds
the fixed threshold, the traffic can be interrupted on a portion of road (by using traffic
lights and the exit just before the bridge which is very simple for Italian highways) and
an inspection can be conducted. If no significant damage is pointed out, the bridge can
be opened to traffic; otherwise, a more detailed analysis should be carried out, based on
experimental tests and numerical evaluations.

Obviously, the time and investigation that are needed depend on the reliability of
the data and knowledge of the structure. Data from SHM, if available, are very useful for
making a suitable decision based on the effective structural health status of the bridge.

7. A Case Study

The Indiano Bridge, a cable-stayed bridge over the Arno River in Florence was opened
to traffic in 1977. It has a main span of 189.1 m, suspended by two fans, and supported
at its ends by two piers by means of sliding supports in the longitudinal direction. The
piers are structurally independent of the other parts of the cable-stayed bridge. Each fan is
composed of three couples of stays, radiating from the tops of the two steel towers, 55.0 m
tall, whose distance at the basement is 206.1 m. The longitudinal section and the plan view
with the general dimensions of the bridge are shown in Figure 2.

The cables from each fan are regularly spread 30.5 m along the deck in the longitudinal
direction. The distance between the longest cables of the two fans is 6.1 m. The two stays of
each pair are 6.0 m and spaced in the transversal direction. Two earth anchored back stays,
each composed of three cables, start from the top of each tower and are constrained to
external gravity anchoring 65.5 m from the pylon bases. The two anchorings are linked to
the tower foundations by means of a pre-stressed concrete truss. The bridge was designed
according to the technical code of the construction time.
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7.1. L1: Class of Attention

At the site of the bridge, ag = 0.131 g and F = 2.403 for P50 = 10%. The topography
category and soil type are T1 and C (S = 1.5), respectively, while γI = 1.4. Therefore, it is
ag·S·F·γI = 0.661 g and the hazard class of attention is MH (IHE = 3).

Assuming a single long span steel bridge, the primary vulnerability is classified as
ML due to the non-seismic design. The level of defects being L, the CA for the seismic
vulnerability is ML (IVE = 1).

From Equation (1) the seismic index of attention can be deduced as IAE = 0.33 and the
safety index as IE1 = 1 − IAE = 0.67.

Three different values of the seismic actions were considered, relative to an exceedance
probability of 10%, 5% and 2% in 50 years, respectively. The corresponding values of IHE
are 3 (MH), 3 (MH) and 4 (H), respectively. The values of IAE and KPIE1 are reported in
Table 8.

Table 8. KPIE1 for the three considered seismic events.

Earthquake
P50 = 10%

Earthquake
P50 = 5%

Earthquake
P50 = 2%

ag (g) 0.131 0.165 0.220
S 1.5 1.462 1.381
F 2.403 2.403 2.416

ag·S·F·γI 0.661 0.812 1.028
IHE 3 3 4
IAE 0.33 0.33 0.40

KPIE1 0.67 0.67 0.60

7.2. L2: Numerical Modelling

A finite element model of the bridge was developed based on the original structural
design (obtained via the Technical Office of the City Hall in Florence) and the results of
an experimental dynamic analysis under ambience and traffic [12]. The main features
are as follows:

• The towers, modelled with steel beam elements, are fully constrained at their basements;
• The girder, modelled with steel beam elements, is simply supported and longitudinal

displacements are allowed at its ends;
• Rigid links have been offset both from the girder and the towers, in order to accommo-

date correctly the cable attachments;
• Cables have been modelled as truss elements. The reduction in their axial stiffness,

due to the sag, was accounted for assuming reduced Young’s modules [32].
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In Table 9, the resonance frequencies obtained from the numerical model are compared
with those from the experimental analysis, demonstrating a good agreement.

Table 9. Modal characteristics from numerical model and experimental analysis.

Mode Numerical Freq. (Hz) Experimental Freq. (Hz) Modal Shape

1 0.61 0.61 Deck Vertical
2 0.64 0.81 Deck Longitudinal
3 0.78 0.87 Deck Transversal
4 1.12 1.04 Deck Torsion, Tower Transversal
5 1.16 1.15 Deck Torsion, Tower Transversal
6 1.37 1.41 Tower Longitudinal
7 1.62 1.61 Deck Vertical
8 2.41 2.25 Deck Vertical
9 2.95 2.61 Deck Transversal

The effects due to the static and seismic loadings were analysed by means of the
numerical model. Actions were evaluated according to the present Italian Technical Code,
considering the three components. In Table 10, the values of the main effects due to
permanent, variable (traffic, breaking longitudinal force and wind) and seismic actions
are reported. Three different values of the seismic actions were considered, relative to an
exceedance probability of 10%, 5% and 2% in 50 years, respectively.

Table 10. Main internal forces at the static ULS (permanent + variable loads) at the seismic ULS
(permanent + seismic loads) for the three values of the seismic actions.

Parameter ULS Static
Loads

Earthquake
P50 = 10%

Earthquake
P50 = 5%

Earthquake
P50 = 2%

Mx (kNm) 65,056.6 18,915.9 20,486.6 31,532.6
My (kNm) 52,990.5 106,866.6 136,543.3 172,385.9
Mz (kNm) 25,375.8 2530.8 3233.5 4081

So (kN) 25,441.46 17,494.11 17,655.61 17,852.31
S1 (kN) 9198.19 6364.24 6616.44 6923.14
S2 (kN) 10,273.65 7320.75 7504.35 7728.25
S3 (kN) 9157.76 6251.75 6455.86 6704.21
VT (kN) 58,785.25 43,457.2 44,484.4 45,735.9

For the purpose of the present work, it is assumed that the bridge was designed so that
the capacities are exactly equal to the static demand at the ULS. Thus, the ratios between
the internal forces under seismic actions and those at the static ULS directly give the KPI
for each parameter (Table 11).

Table 11. KPIE2 evaluated for the internal forces for the three values of the seismic actions.

Parameter Earthquake
P50 = 10%

Earthquake
P50 = 5%

Earthquake
P50 = 2%

Mx (kNm) 3.44 3.18 2.06
My (kNm) 0.50 0.39 0.31
Mz (kNm) 10.03 7.85 6.22

So (kN) 1.45 1.44 1.43
S1 (kN) 1.45 1.39 1.33
S2 (kN) 1.40 1.37 1.33
S3 (kN) 1.46 1.42 1.37
VT (kN) 1.35 1.32 1.29

The results indicated the good performance of the bridge in the case of an earthquake.
KPIs are less than unity only for the bending moments around the vertical axis of the girder
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cross section. Obviously, the results are affected by the hypothesis regarding the design
capacities. It is important to point out that the technical code at the time of construction
was very different from the present one, both in terms of loads and analysis.

7.3. Monitoring System

The Indiano bridge was instrumented and tested once. In order to improve the
information on the structural health status of the bridge and to plan a suitable maintenance
program, a permanent network for static and dynamic monitoring should be installed.

According to the most recent developments, a suitable list of sensors to be installed
should comprise (Figure 3):

• Three-axial acceleration sensors at the base of the towers, piers and anchoring of cables,
in order to calculate the seismic input in case of earthquake;

• Bi-axial acceleration sensors at the top of the towers and piers, in longitudinal and
transversal directions;

• Acceleration sensors in the vertical direction at least at three sections along the girder
(mid and quarters) at both sides of the sections, in order to analyse the torsion modes;
acceleration sensors in longitudinal and transversal directions on the girder;

• Acceleration sensors and strain gauges on the cables;
• Rotation sensors at the section on the bearings;
• Relative displacement sensors at the sliding bearings;
• Weight-in-motion system at the approach viaduct to the bridge.
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Figure 3. Proposed monitoring system, where: A (green circle) stands for accelerometers and the
subscripts V, L and T represent the vertical, longitudinal and transversal direction of the sensor,
respectively; S (orange square) represents the accelerometers and the strain gauges placed on the
cables; T and D (blue triangle) stand, respectively for tiltmeter and relative displacement sensors on
the deck; WIM (purple) stands for weight-in-motion system.

8. Conclusions

A methodological strategy allowing a continuous analysis of the state-of-risk of bridges
was discussed and applied to an operative example. The purpose of the paper is to combine,
complement and uniformize simplified, yet reliable, approaches that are usually adopted
for performing pre-disaster risk assessment and post-disaster impact scenario assessment
for critical infrastructures at territorial scale, with advanced engineering simulations and
SHM techniques that are usually devoted to the sophisticated analysis of single structures.

The proposed procedure is characterized by three levels of analysis (L1–L3) with
increasing reliability and complexity, including the definition of the KPI indicators for each
of the defined levels of analysis, i.e., KPIEi (i = 1 to 3). The KPIEi were conceived with a
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similar meaning and structure (all ranging from 0 to 1) and are therefore comparable, thus
allowing us to take a scalable and incremental approach that can be implemented from the
starting point of just a few available data. The three levels are as follows.

• The first level of analysis (L1) defines a score based KPIE1 in compliance with the
Italian LG2020 which introduced the definition of a seismic Class of Attention for
the bridge, from Low to High. Despite the introduction of an Index of Attention, the
relative KPI and another CA (very high), the approach seems to be too conservative,
often leading to a low value of KPI. In L1, which is based on an approximated analysis,
only a KPI related to the entire structure can be defined. It is always lower or equal to
unity, which is consistent with the objectives of a preliminary assessment.

• At the second level (L2), a KPIE2 is defined as a function of the capacity of the analysed
structure and is assessed via a numerical engineering approach; it enables a prediction
regarding the behaviour of the structure, in order to foresee its serviceability and level
of damage under different seismic scenarios or immediately after a real earthquake.
This approach is useful for deep knowledge of the structural health of a piece of
infrastructure, and can be useful to better schedule prevention intervention works.

• At the third level (L3) of analysis, the KPIE3 is assessed after the processing of SHM
data and is based on the implementation of a static and/or dynamic monitoring
system on the structure. It allows the measurement, continuously and in real time,
of the bridge’s response under travelling loads, wind loads, and earthquake actions,
allowing the detection of damages and dangerous situations which can lead to the
concept of maintenance on request.

The approach that is proposed for the first level is based on census and inspection;
that is, on the survey and analysis of the actual conservation status of the bridge. It also
considers its defects, if present, and therefore represents an evaluation of its actual current
health status. It would be desirable for this approach to be extended to all the bridges of a
region or even to the entire national territory, in order to obtain suitable knowledge of the
actual health status of the infrastructures and to define a reliable priority scale with limited
effort in terms of time and cost.

For all three levels of the proposed procedure, both static data and dynamic data
recorded in real time by SHM sensors are collected and collated in a unique Geo-Database
in compliance with existing standards. Through the automatic calculation of the proposed
KPIEi from the collected data, and their representation in a user-friendly WebGIS platform,
it is possible to achieve continuous static and dynamic monitoring of critical infrastructures
in non-earthquake periods for supporting the planning for preventive and effective main-
tenance interventions—both nation-wide and in post-disaster time—in order to support
an effective and efficient system of emergency management and response. An example
of such a possible implementation is briefly showcased in the paper with reference to the
CIPCast Decision Support System (CIPCast-DSS), a WebGIS platform developed by ENEA
to support the protection and resilience of critical infrastructures.

The first step should be carried out in a short amount of time for all the infrastructures,
in order to obtain a priority scale and to plan detailed analyses. The implementation of
the third approach represents the ideal solution that should be used on all the bridges and
viaducts, allowing a reliable source to evaluate the health status of bridges in real time
and providing a tool to optimize their management. The feasibility of such monitoring
systems in the long run is related to the cost of the implementation, but also of a detailed
data analysis in real time. The optimization of the monitoring system, i.e., the selection of
the parameters to be measured and the sensor locations, is the main issue to face in the
next future.
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